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Art021 is a real success story, a Shanghai art fair that’s a hit with young Chinese collectors, 

because it was started by young Chinese collectors. Now in its sixth edition, which runs 

from November 8th through 11th, it has grown to accommodate 103 galleries—but David 

Chau, who co-founded the fair with Kelly Ying and Bao Yifeng, said Art021 isn’t trying to 

be another Basel or Frieze. The goal is to be the right fit for China—where collectors skew 

younger and trendier—and to help both domestic and emerging international galleries 

become global leaders in the next decade or so. 

“Some people have criticized us, saying that we have a mixture of the top galleries from 

around the world with some not-so-great galleries,” Chau explained. “But that’s our point, 

and we want to help these local galleries to become better!” 

This year, the standard across the fair was higher than ever, not only because local 

participants are improving, but also because global heavyweights have entered the ring. 

Below are 10 of the best booths, comprising both emerging and blue-chip galleries, 

arranged in alphabetical order. 
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Beijing Art Now Gallery

Installation view of Beijing Art Now Gallery’s booth at Art021, 2018. Courtesy of Beijing Art Now Gallery

One of the more peculiar collections of curios at Art021 comes from Beijing Art Now 

Gallery (BANG) and its Los Angeles sister space, Make Room. With its spring mounted 

gold “⼤”(“big”) character, Zhou Tong’s Great leap (跳⼤神) (2017) is a wooden shrine 

cabinet for the worship of growth. That theme is twisted in a more absurdist way with 

Wooden Sandals (5 feet long, and rising over 2 feet off the ground.) Other disparate works 

here include Catalina Ouyang’s Howler (lunar rabbit mask) (2018), Zheng Wei’s Intimate 

Corpse No. 2 (2018)—which looks like a broken version of Henri Matisse’s Dance (1910) 

embedded in astroturf—and a little oil-on-plexiglass painting by Andrew Sendor, Casparina 

on December 2 (2018), that’s as cinematic as the raising of a velvet curtain. 


